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This IPTK series beam clamp is suitable for use as
a temporary tackle eye for a beam.

The IPVK drum clamp is for vertical lift and transfer.
Automatically locks on drum, and can be used alone
or in pairs.

The IPH10 horizontal lifting clamps with spring
loaded  tension  have  a  pretension  feature  that
allows  the  user  to  attach  the  clamps  to  the
material for horizontal lifting and transfer of non-
sagging material.  These clamps must be used in
pairs or more.

The IPBKZ beam clamp is used for lifting, transfer
and stacking of H-Beams.  An over-center hoist
eye allows for the beam flange to remain vertical
This series of clamps can be used in the vertical
and horizontal moving, transfer and stacking of
different  types  of  structural  designs,  such  as
H-Beams,   angles,   etc.,   depending   on   the
application desired.

The IPHGZ, IPHGUZ horizontal clamps have a pretension
locking feature that allows the user to attach the clamps
to  the  material  for  horizontal  lifting  and  transfer  of
sagging and non-sagging material.  These clamps may
also  be  used  to  handle  material  that  will  be  used  in
shears, bending and rolling machines or other fabrication
equipment.  May also be used to move and lift structural
shapes such as I-Beams, H-Beams etc.

The IPBHZ beam clamp is used for horizontal lifting and
transfer of steel beams.  The base is slotted to allow the
clamps to be used from end of beams as well as from
the  flange.   This  series  of  clamps  can  be  used  in  the
vertical and horizontal moving, transfer and stacking of
different types of structural designs, such as I-Beams,
H-Beams,  angles,  etc.,  depending  on  the  application
desired.

The   IPSTARTEC11   beam   clamp   has   been   specially
developed for lifting with the body in vertical position,
controlled tilting, transportation and stacking of steel “H”
and  “I”  profiles.   By  placing  the  chain  guide  in  the
appropriate position, it is easy to switch from lifting to
tilting and back again, which shifts the centre of gravity

The IPU10/A automatically click on to the material as
soon as the clamp is places on the plate.  The fact that
the safety lock remains in position as the clamp closes
precludes hazardous situation.  Fastening the IPU10/A
clamp in places that are difficult to reach is no problem

DRUM CLAMP - MODEL IPVK

MODEL IPSTARTEC11

MODEL IPTK - WITH HOISTING EYE

MODEL IPBKZ

MODEL IPBHZ

MODEL IPH10

MODEL IPHGUZ - FIXED HOISTING EYE

CROSBY IP CLAMP MISC. - MODEL IPU10/A - FOR VERTICAL TRANSPORT OF PLATES

HORIZONTAL PLATE & BEAM CLAMPS


